Functional and phenotypic variations in human T cells subjected to retroviral-mediated gene transfer.
The insertion of suicide genes in donor T lymphocytes constitutes the basis of new approaches aiming at the treatment of the graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), a frequent complication in recipients of allogeneic haematopoietic grafts. In this study we investigated the impact that the ex vivo manipulation required for the retroviral transduction of T cells had on the functionality and differentiation of these cells. Compared to fresh T cells, samples that had been subjected to standard activation (1 microg/ml of both anti-CD3i and anti-CD28i MoAbs) followed by transduction with vectors encoding for the HSV-tk and tNGFR genes maintained the proliferative response to an allogeneic stimulus. These cells, however, had a significantly lower cytotoxic response to allogeneic cells compared to fresh samples. When the concentration of anti-CD3i was reduced to up to 1000-fold (1 ng/ml), similar T-cell transductions were obtained, while the cytotoxicity of the ex vivo manipulated samples was significantly recovered, when assessed either at 7 or 14 days of culture. In all instances, a similar functionality was observed in transduced samples not subjected to immunomagnetic cell sorting, compared to purified fractions enriched in NGFR(+) and NFGR(-) cells. The analysis of CD45RA and CCR7 markers in samples transduced under standard stimulatory conditions showed a differentiation of fresh CD8(+) CD45RA(+)/CCR7(+) naive cells to cells having a predominant central CD45RA(-)/CCR7(+) and effector CD45RA(-)/CCR7(-) memory phenotype. However, when samples were activated with low doses of anti-CD3i, a significant population of naive cells became apparent. Although activation with high doses of anti-CD3i/anti-CD28i resulted in a similar phenotype in both NGFR(+) and NFGR(-) populations, the naive population observed in samples activated with low concentrations of anti-CD3i was almost restricted to the NGFR(-) population. These results show that reducing the stimulation mediated by anti-CD3i in protocols of T-cell retroviral gene transfer significantly helps to preserve the cytotoxic capacity of these cells to allogeneic cells, without affecting the susceptibility of these cells to the retroviral vector. In addition, we observed that modulating the activation of transduced T cells implies the generation of changes in the differentiation of CD8(+) cells, although we could not establish a direct relationship between the CD45RA/CCR7 phenotype of these cells and their cytotoxic reactivity to an allogeneic stimulus.